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Description: The reflected light image under crossed polars with 1 second exposure illustrates four minerals. Pyrite, FeS₂, is dark gray, Gold, Au, as four massive yellow grains is enclosed by Hessite, Ag₂Te, in multiple hues of light gray, blues, browns and orange red. A late second gold (silver-rich) stage is lighter yellow with dendrites replacing hessite. Coarse red hessite contains pseudomorphic isometric twin structures in light gray and other hues. This was a consequence of ore cooling below ~150° C resulting in the dimorphic change to the monoclinic crystal system with many anisotropic hues.

The ore sample was mined by Matt Collins, Mine Manager, and Jim Smith, Mine Foreman, in 2007 on the 3rd level sill at the C-2 stope in the Cash vein, Cash Mine, Gold Hill, Boulder County, Colorado, USA. One 6-inch wide vein assay returned 366 ounces per ton silver and 27 ounces per ton gold. The ore was analyzed in 2007 and photographed in polished section by Jim A. Paschis, Senior Mine Geologist. 2023 Photo Contest: Micro Geology - Under the Microscope. Runner Up on page 51.
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